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XNTOGWOTION

The ultimate practical aim of* all plant breeding 
research Is to assist other botanical sciences in the 
acquisition of knowledge which will make possible, first, 
the prediction of plant behavior, and second, th© manipulation 
necessary for increasing or maintaining the production of 
those plant parts desired by man* Th© accomplishment of 
such ends involve at least a partial understanding of both 
environmental forces and response capacities inherent in the 
plant* Whatever the basis of evaluation, the final worth of
the crop is th© resultant of the interaction of both types of
factors* Any improvement must com© as the effect of a change 
in one or the other or both of fees© complexes# Man either 
attempts to fit a given environment to the organism or he
attempts to alter the hereditaryconstitutlon of the organism
to fit the environment, or more often, he finds it profitable 
to resort to both procedures* whatever the path chosen, there 
are many Baffling difficulties to be overcome# Gains over 
nature are conservative, and tediously made#
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■though plant breeders rsust ever reeognise the 
Importance of &ev©lopmanta 1 conditions, they are primarily 
concerned with the heredity phase of crop Improvement* ’Vhey 
endeavor to Isolate that hereditary pattern which will be 
moat expressive of the quality or qualities sought • Some
time* their reward comes easily, especially In cases where 
the quality in question does not deeply concern the plant’s 
fight for existence* Beginning with the variability, 
either exhibited naturally in a population of individual® or 
Induced by wide crossing, th© plant breeder keeps selecting 
a desired type frets generation to generation* He labors 
with the hop© that finally he will obtain a strain which will 
'’breed true*’ for the thing desired# Barring imitation®, he 
cannot surpass the upper limit of the initial population* He 
is not synthesislngj he Is merely picking out a type that 
exists a® a member of a collection of types*

If th© quality sought Is closely associated with the 
reproductive potentiality of the plant, as Is the case In yield 
of grain In maize, selection Is apt to be of little value* Of 
all functions that of reproduction is the most Important from 
the standpoint of th© plant* For any Individual the number of 
vigorous zygote® produced is a measure of Its efficiency? an 
Invent-cry of Its competing power for a place In posterity* 
ffhua reproduction may be looked upon as the product of number of 
zygotes times the vigor of zygotes# Both doubtless have a
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complicated mode of iriwrltanee. It seem* safe to assume 
that each represents the culmination of numerous correlated 
activities, and that each is the recipient of every 
character*s contribution by way of organic function*
Possibly each contributing character may have a simple mode 
of Inheritance; it may he one member of an a1le1am orphj. e 
series; it may or 'may not b© independent of certain other 
contributing characters* Whatever the peculiarities and 
the inter-relations of the component genetic factors, their 
combined effect Is reproduetivoneeau Thus It is enlightening 
to look upon reproductiveness as the arithmetical product of 
th© respective proportionate effects of all allelomorphic 
series concerned* fine© factors of the same series, may 
differ In extent of contribution, unity can be the value for 
the "‘best” effect of any on© series, and Eero it* "worst” or 
inhibiting effect* The fractions between 0 and 1 will denote 
Intermediate effect* If each series Is present at It© maxi
mum value, i*e* 1, then the product must be 1 if any series 
have the value Q,. then the product must be o and there can be 
no reproduction* Any number of combination* with intermediate 
values M y  bo assumed* Thus there might be a total of, say,
6 series involved giving such a result as?

i*0xl*Qx0#9x0.SxQ*8x0*2 * 0*115 
In this ease there would be only 12 percent of the pocelblo 
reproduction* If 0*9 is raised to 1*0 th© product 1© raised
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to QmlS&t but It Instead, 0#2 is raised to 0.3, also an 
Increase of 0*1, the product Is 0*173# therefore, the 
factor with lowest propor11anate beneficial effect has th© 
greatest weight upon th© product, i.e. upon reproduction* 

natural selection should be very effective in so 
far as it impinge® upon characters expressive of a plant1s 
competing power for a place in th© papulation at equilibrium* 
Since reproduction Is that power, those factors detrimental 
to it will be eliminated unless protected by linkage or kept 
in the gerraplasm by recurring mutation. The lower the 
reproductive value of a factor in comparison to its allelo
morph the more rapid it will be crowded out of the population. 
The final results would appear to b© th© same whether the plant 
is self- fertilised or cross-fertilised* Inbreeding apparently 
only serves to make elimination more rapid.

A population of corn plants represents one or the 
other of two conditions with regard to genotypic constitution: 
(1) the population m y  be at equilibrium with regard to the 
proportion of genotypes concerned with reproduction* (2) the 
population may be in a state of transition due to (a) growth 
in a new locality, (b) a change in native environment 
(appearance of a new disease etc.) (c) the occurrence of a 
mutation, (d) recent crossing without the population, and 
{©) artificial selection* Bine© natural selection favors the 
genotypes of highest reproductive value, a population at
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equilibrium must be at It© reproductive maximum except 
for recurring nmtatlon* Any artificial ©election that does 
not aample all genotypes to the earn® degree will throw the 
population out of equilibrium*

If all allelomorphic aerie® segregated independently 
the final result at. equilibrium would bo one reproductive 
genotype* Hie population would be a pure lino with regard to 
reproduettven©©a* But* the fact that no corn variety has ever 
been found that will not segregate for non-productive types 
upon undergoing Inbreeding and also under cross-breeding to © 
lesser extent, proves that the pure lino for reproductlveness 
does not exist In the normal corn population* The theory of 
balanced detrimentals Is usually presented as an explanation,
I .©# the beneficial factor of one series Is linked with the 
detrimental member of another series* when- either occurs In 
th© homozygous condition the detrimental effect is expressed*

■3*hemp ( 20 ) has shown that for such © condition the heter©zygote 
must have a higher reproductive value than the homozygous 
classes* otherwise* the detrimentals would tend to pile up in 
he population which would result in the presence of many non
productive typos «ts in th© case of Inbreeding* Therefore* 
since a com population under random breeding contains 
heterazygotes* It is to be expected that there will be a 
heterogeneous expression of reproductive value among its

* deference by number to literature cited*
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members even at equilibrium*
In the foregoing vague discussion the a ttempt 

1ms been made to emphasise the fact that reproductive 
capacity, l,e* the formation of vigorous ssygotea, Is the plant 
function through which natural selection Is effect’ve* Henee, 
in so far as the breeder Is selecting for- characters associated 
positively with reproduction, nature Is his very able assistant* 
In the case of corn for grain artificial and natural selection 
work toward similar goals* The breeder seeks high weight of 
grain per plant; nature seeks a large number of vigorous 
kernel® par plant* The former is not so .particular about th© 
manner In which the total weight Is divided among the kernelsj 
cm the other hand, so long as size does not reduce progeny 
efficiency, small kernels -are preferable from the standpoint of 
reproduction* A further difference results in the fact that 
through crosavf ertilliaation, reproduction 1© favored by high 
pollen production as well a© 'high ovule production* It is a 
question of total gametic production rather than number of 
ovules* The ratio of pollen number to ovule number may vary 
widely and yet th© total genetic number may ronein constant* 
Therefore, to the extent that this ratio is above average It 
will bo possible for a genotype of low ovule number to maintain 
Itself* Finally, it would appear that genotypes with low 
total inf1orsooence must be relatively more vigorous in order 
to hold their place against the superior gametic numbers of th© 
highly inflore©cent type©*
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;t Is for t '• ;o purpose of tea ting oxperi?
egoing cons i&erations that this work has been 

done# An attempt has -.■eon made to r,eusuro by neans of 
correlation the degree of Inheritance of ear end tassel 
characters? the extent of their lnter~roittlono end thoir 
association with yield*-
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bheorotloal Approach! - Fine© this study is an 
attempt to «ieosure th© degree of relation between certain 
raalase character® in a cross fertilised population supposedly 
near its equilibrium point for genotypic proportion, it seems 
advisable to review important concept® bearing upon the consti
tution and behavior of such a population*

Pearson (go )* Hardy (13 }, veBtwortb and Hennlck (41), 
Jennings (10 )( 10 }, bobbins (S3 )(34 >» Kishor ( 0 )( 10 >#
bright (43 }, Haldane (13 ), and hemp ( 30 ) have given philosoph
ical perspective to much work in genetics* Aided by mathemati
cal and statistical methods they have investigated factor popu
lation as a whole rather than the behavior of individual factors 
In segregation* Formulas have been developed showing not only 
the genotypic proportion at equilibrium but also the rate of its 
attainment under various factorial relationships, mode® of 
breeding and selection* Although for the sake of comprehension 
most of this work has been concerned with a single allelomorphic 
series of feetors, enough has been done.to show that the same 
concepts may be applied to th© more complicated situations in
volving multiple factors, linkage, factor interaction, and muta
tion* It is sufficient to say that formulas showing the theo
retical proportion of genotypes for any generation end at equi
librium can be obtained through the use of a few 'basic assumptions*



*\trfch©rmore, these formula® can b© generalized sufflo.l©ntly 
to aid in the prediction and explanation of certain character 
elation® observed in field population® of plant®*

Kemp ha®, made a very inclusive theoretical study of 
(1) conditions that may induce equilibrium* (£) the reproduc
tion behavior at equilibrium and (3) the margin between repro
duction and production* healizlng that the extent to which 
an allelomorph occurs in th© gerzaplasm is a function of its 
reproductive capacity* Kemp has arbitrarily assigned each 
monohybrid genotype a- reproductive value lying, within the 
limits of 0 and 1* By the use of those values in appropriate 
equations, ho is able to get the proporti
hybrid types in any given generation (P from th© proportion
found in the preceding generation* Similarly, the rat© at 
which equilibrium is approached and the genetic situation at 
that point can be gotton* Conversely, from the proportion of
the genotype® in a stationary population the reproductive 
capacity of any on type can be calculated in terms of the others.

Using the above mode of attack Kemp ha© been able to 
verify Fisher*s { 10) conclusion that the heterozygous type 
must have & greater reproductive capacity than the homozygous 
classes if a detrimental allelomorph is to be retained in the 
population without the aid of recurring mutation* There appear 
to be only two ways In which the heterozygous type may be more 
roproductive than other typesi (1) there may he son©tiling



inherently beneficial in th© union* or (2) there may be 
a linkage of reciprocally balanced factors* l.e* the 
beneficial .member of on© pair is Inseparable linked with 
the detrimental member of the other pair* The latter 
postulate Is most generally accepted* Such a condition can 
easily be imagined for corn in the case of high Inf1ore©once* 

Kemp has pointed out that other tilings being equal 
a genotype determining high inflorescence will gain the 
ascendency in the population* It will displace other types 
with low inflorescence and will eventually be the only type 
represented* In fact the sparse Inflorescence types long 
ago would have ceased to exist barring mutation or other 
phenomena favoring their persistence* The balanced detri
mental postulate seems to offer one possible explanation*
On© may assume that the types with hi;h gametic number ©re 
held in check by being encumbered with detrimentals to such 
an extent that their production of vigor mis progeny would not 
surpass that of the low Infloreseene© types* f second expla
nation consists In the possibility that th© population has 
case Into equilibrium under an environment sufficiently 
unfavorable to prevent a complete development of all the 
sygotos of the prolific type©* ?uch a condition would tend 
to put th® aon-prollflo types on an equality with the prolific 
types with regard to progeny numbers*

In this connection Kemp has brought cut the relation 
of production and reproduction In plants* It I© shown that
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production in reality is yield of plant material desired 
by iimn as economic goods, whereas reproduction is yield of 
viable sygotes destined to serve In the perpetuation of the 
plant* In crops grown for seed the two a era© nearest being 
the same In meaning* However* even her© th© margin between 
the two may b© great enough to offer the plant breeder hope 
of increasing yields* The crop will tend to come Into 
equilibrium at the highest reproductive capacity, ?/hlch may 
not necessarily mean highest yield* There say be a pre
ponderance of strains with high total inflorascence niilch 
show a wide pollen-ovule ratio* Bueh strains will have a 
high reproductive value but their yield of grain Isay be relatively 
low* Upon the basis of such reasoning the study of tassel 
and ear characters aasocleted with gametic production and yield 
should be of scientific value*

Kxportoental Gontribal1on©t- The fact that artificial 
selection has been effective in isolating different germinal 
complexes Is attested by the numerous distinct varieties of corn 
now In existence* ■Not only are these varieties quite 
distinguishable, but they can be kept so by continuous selection 
and adequate protection from cross-breeding with other varieties* 
The observation that varieties with visible differences often 
show unlike yielding capacities when compared under a common 
environment-, .led breeders to anticipate th© association of
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certain morphological ehareefcerisbleii with yield#
The advent of agricultural fairs caused farmers to 

vl© with each other in growing good crops# Their efforts 
involved not only seed selection, hut also field management 
and ability to pi ok show s&Mplea* At first each grower had
his own 'ideal cur "fancy points %  As time went on an Ideal 
type became more or less common to m oommmlty* with regard 
to own the ideal type usually Included eax* characters, 
denoting high weight of grain, soundness, and symmetry# In 
order to facilitate judging at fairs standards reflective of 
a consensus of ideals were prepared*

According to Richey { 31 ) the Judges at the Chicago 
exposition in 1880 fornmlated a set of standards for use at 
that time# In 1391 Orange JUdd prepared for the Illinois 
State Fair, a score card which was later modified and adopted 
by the Illinois Own Growers * Association* Following this 
move score cards cam# into general use throughout the norn 
growing regions of th©-United Sts tea# Upon their adoption 
agronomists set out to determine whether the various points 
were associated with seed value ss measured by progeny yield 
In field comparisons* The following review includes a number 
of th# more noteworthy investigations*

As a result of c endue ting a large number of ©ar^to* 
row tests with sweet w a  iii 190?, 1908, and 1909, Pearl and



and Surface ( 39 ) decided that there is no relation bot'v/een 
external seed-ear characters and yield In sweet com*

Hartley ( 14 } from a study of 1,000 ear-to-row 
teats Involving four vai’loties for six years found yield to 
he independent of seed-oar characters*

Pontgornery ( 37) of the Nebraska station in 1909 
reported a slight yield difference in favor of long ears with 
medium depth of kernel*

:/jtperlmeti ting with Held*® Yellow pent and .Johnson 
County white corn for five years, Joonce ( 33 ) of Illinois 
found that ears with IB and 20 rows gave better yields than 
those on either side of these classes#

hove ( 24 } side correlation studios with Minnesota 
Ko* 13 and Funk*s ninety Pay corn in which h® found, that among 
th© characters used length and weight of seed ear gave the 
highest correlation with yield* Th© highest coefficient found 
(0*325 *060} warn that for weight and yield in the case of
Punk1 s Ninety Bay in the year 1909# Humber of rows gave small 
negative values in three out of four eases* In general the 
values were Insignificant#

Love and Yents ( 25 ) using Funk1© Ninety Day corn 
grown over a period of five year® correlated the following seed 
oar charectors with progeny yields length, circumforence, ratio 
of tip to butt circumference, circumference of cod, weight, per
centage of grain, average weight of kernels, number of rows.
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average length of kernels and average width of kernels«
In general no close associations were found# Circumference 
of ear was the only character that appeared to have a signif- 
leant relation to yield* its coofficient varying from 0.104 ± *067 
to 0*360 5 #061 for the different years# Percentage of grain 
was negative* though not significant* throughout the five years* 
Kxoept for 1913* number of row® was positive, but In no case 
signifiesrit* In their conclusion the authors state that "it 
.1© evident that toe point®, emphasised on a score card are of no 
value fen* seed ©ar purposes and are entirely for show puproses" * 

McCall and Metier {gg ) at the Ohio station correlated 
length, weight, circumference* and density of seed ear with 
yield. Their results show only negligible relations*

Williams and weltcm ) also at the Ohio station
selected seed ears for extremes in such characters as length of 
ear, weight of ear, shape of ear, filling of tip, kernel Inden
tation, and shelling percentage* Baaed on average of 6 to 10 
years they got th© following difference® In bushels per acre: 
long over short ears, 1*39} tapering over cylindrical, 1*65} 
filled tips over bare tip®, 0*34} smooth over rough, 1*76} 
low over high shelling percentage, 0.42*

lacy (33 ) has given a summary of experiments comparing 
the yields of kernels taken from th© butt* middle# and tip of 
seed ears* The result® of SI experiments conducted during a
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period of 45 years are "brought together in one table# If 
the average yield of the middle kernels for -all comparisons 
is taken as lOO, th© relative yield for the butt kernels is 
103? that for the tip kernels, 105* Differences for both 
are statistically significant* It Is suggested that, due to 
later silking of the butt and tip portions of the ear, there 
la more cross fertilisation in these areaa« Also the extremes 
of the ear may dry out more rapidly thus obtaining better ma
turity than the middle portion*

Using 9 dent varieties each grown in ©ar-to-row tests 
from 1 to 5 years, Cunningham ( 4 ) found that oar© ©mall in 
circumference, ears having a low shelling percentage, and ears 
with & low number of kernel rows yielded slightly better than 
ears in the higher class for these characters* the largest 
average difference, 3*7 bushel© per acre, was obtained in the 
case of ld-rowod ears over so-rowed ears for the varieties 
Boone County vhlt©, Kansas ,Sunflower, Learning, Legal 'Tender, 
and Hogue Yellow Dent*

Hutchedon and olfe, { is) of the Virginia station 
grew an early maturing strain of Boone County '"hite in car-to- 
row tests for two years• Each year the progenies were separated 
into high and low yielding strains* The progeny ears making up 
both groups were measured or scored with regard to a rruiahor of 
score card features* Despite the fact that there was an average 
difference in yield between the two groups of 17*74 bushels per



m.w&, there was little dlffsranoo between the mean® for the 
various measurements* of th© directly pleasurable- characters, 
length of ear and circumference of ear were the only ones 
that showed appreciable association with yield. However, 
less tangible feature® which were scored In per cent consis
tently favored the higher yielding groups# The authors, 
therefore, concluded that The score card Is of value In 
selecting high yielding strains* Their conclusion has been 
somewhat discounted because their is coring wa@ done on progeny 
ears, the weight .and score of which :-ay have varied together on 
account of growth conditions#

Hughes ( 17) submitted 500 unselected seed ears to 
25 corn judges. After being scored a portion of each ear was 
planted In a field test* The 50 best ears as ©elected by th© 
majority of the judges averaged only 6 bushels move per acre 
than the remaining ears* Furthermore, it was concluded that 
smooth ear® v.-ith large kernels were slightly better than the 
other extreme*

1 allaee ( 38 ) using the data from th© above experiment 
employed bright*® ( 43 ) method of path coefficient to determine 
(1) the weight that the average judge gave to the various score 
card points, and (b) the weight that each feature should receive 
according to its relation to the progeny yield*
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The following U M e  gives the comparison*

Character score
with

Score- card 
based on

C1 rcumf ©renee :t.■of kernel lack of Indentation Blistering of .Absen.ee of
Total

13*6 IB #3 13,3 
6*4; 6*4

100

m *311 
*
*■
*

T,7
10*050*018*0
0*0
3*3

ICO

Fro® the table It. can be seen that more weight should 
be given to weight of kernel than to length of ear as was dona 
by the judges* height of kernel had the highest correlation 
with yield (0*311)» Therefore* It is evident that a very small 
portion of yield variability la concomitant with that of th© ear

In a series of eaf^to^row -tests-involving' five varieties 
of dent corn, each of which was grown In-a -different locality for 
5 to 4 years, -Bigger { 2 ) fecmd no distinct relation between 
number of kernel rows or between shelling percentage and yield*
For number of rows and yield nine correlations were negative as 
against seven positive* in slse* the coefficients ranged from 
•♦286 ^.081 to + *063--4*001* Of 16 cappsrIsons 10 were negative 
for shelling percentage and yield, the rang® being —*568 .088
to +*2T6 41 *0*?7# Four of the negative coefficients wore signifi
cant and but on© of the positive coefficients* Taken as a whole



the result* tend to Indicate © slight negative illation 
between kernel number end yield#

Keiaaclbaeh { 21 ) in experimental work
©eet ear type ©election to data (192t)* both at tBa Hebraska 
station and at other ©tationa# concluded that *!©ar and kernel 
characters# ©aid© from those known to Indicate soundness and 
special adaptations# bar# little significance as Indicator© of 
high producing seed ear©** He also suggested that where the 
tendency ha© Seen to ©elect too large and late isetairing type©# 
©election Of long# ©lender medium smooth ears with medium 
shelling percentage and with kernel© of medium depth# there 1® 
a tendency to increase production*

$m m am^tmbmnmIf# .mma$apf of corn breeding work to 
data (1222)f Richey ( 31) has listed in cm© table the result© 
of all Important experiments concerned with the relation of 
seed-ear character© to yield# A part of this table la given 
below s

Staasary of comparisons between ©cod car© differing in some specific character* (Adapted from Richey)
I Muiaber of comparison and crop year©seed ^©r t-
* L a rg e

• #- *
„ ? „ r

e&aefcw© *  *1 ■*&- «*
^•iiiian 'im iiian ir i r  n i i in  iitii* € ^ | a r i -  -* # a «

.5
•i n!,

- o r o p  
. T y e a r -

S
i- , 1 - ,

" O tta p a rl 
©Oil.'

•* ■ 1 C ro p
........

h e ig h t i m ©
1 SO 6

i 3 tj 9
Length I m t 95 •

-© 10 5 m
Circumference t 10 t 16 ;

’ * e t
* 31

Shelling pet* ! » I 1? * 29 8 38
Mo* o f  row© t 19f:f v 3

t* 19 i8 m *
j

20
Indentation i 3 »■ ii ■ * 29



Richey concluded that. although most of the 
differences obtained In the' above experiments were small, 
there is every Indication that selection of heavy* long, 
smooth ears with fewer roes and lower shelling percentage 
is generally desirable* As a possible explanation It was 
suggested Mthat. this^aa^rlOTtty oaf th# sMoteer, fewer-rewed 
ears was due to their persistence in a population too closely 
selected In another direction, as there Is good evidence that 
close type selection.j&ay decrease,yields# i*h@, superiority
also sasy be Inherent, ^  tsgy he... der”:%e;: better seed oonditIon 
caused by better smhurity. and greater freedom from disease”*

Myers, loss and BussellC 2B ) deheluded' fron carets* 
roe studied teat there' Is no ̂ actieal; end to he gained frettt 
.selecting seed ears with certain character 1stlea» However, 
they found, an Interesting correlation between wight of seed 
kernel a and per cent of ea-tkire progeny ears harvested, For 
w#bb#r*s Ksrly .pent. over a .dyear. period, the Coefficients of 
-correlation -'ACWif
for Cornell If over a two year perlod,^*391 i*057 and 
t*0S6 i*067* ■ From these' results the 1 Terence may he drawn 
that large kernels site, their greater store of food material 
give tee ssedMngs a. he tie**' start isn'the field, -

Kyle and Stoneberg ( 22 ) found that prolific corn 
varfetlea had fewer kernel row* than non-proliflc varietlea,



and that under growth conditions suitable for both, th© 
former outyiel&ed th© lot tor* The same was true for oar® 
of low row number both within prolific and non-prolific 
varleti** and also in several crosses* Furt>iei*mor©,
w&i found that selection In inbred line® was more rapid 
toward oar® with few kernel; rows, than toward oar®, with many 
kernel row®* Line® of the former type on the average war# 
more resistant to corn smut* showed fewer heritable defect®, 
and were more vigorous In gsxisMX*

Garrison and Richey { 11 ) isolated six ©train® of 
corn differing in number of kernel rows from a selection of 
Boone County ifhlte* '"■’ 'In yield comparisons including the six. 
isolated atrains, various Inter-strain-Grosses* end toe 
parental selections, It wa» found that ores®©® with m lower 
mean number,of kernel row# tended to be more productive* But, 

sueh crosses were between' strains • differing most in 
to row number, It was suggested that the offnet observed 
usv-e been due to difference in the degree of hybrid vigor 
in'the 'respective crosses*
Utilising data from 3,266 ears comprising four varie

ties each grown' from 8 to 14 years # Richey ( 32 ) ha® subjected
ay type and yield to rigorous statistical 

* Through to© use of special methods of Correction It 
has been possible to combi no the data from different year® Into

set* This procedure raises toe .number of
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comparisons suffieiently to make s^all correlations statistically 
significant* simple,- partial, and nultiple correlations then 
have been u#ed to determine the individual effect of each ear char* 
seter upon yield* although accidental variation due to coil and 
other experimental conditions w^s respondlble for the major portion 
of yield variability (estimated at 90 par eenb)* the work showed a 
definite positive association between weight of ear and yield* but 
a negative association between yield and both number of row# per 
unit of oir oumf e rence and number of kernel# per unit of Length* 
These relations w e s h o w n  to be due directly to the characters in 
question* and mot- due indirectly to their connecfe 1 on with other 
ear diameters more imdtoateiy associated. with yield*

The following table Modified from Kiehey*# paper serves to 
illustrate the above point*

* * *  **»  mm «*► a*- mm  m w w  mm '* * r  mm

Kaycharacter

able giving a few"of-the cheracter-y.lelds correlation eoeff Idents found, 'by Miehey
a *  « * « « • ■ »  • « « . * « •  •«* K »  » » ,» <■ im  m m ■ w b .ie^ .w * *  •**► «»•»««»<«»«»■ • » « » * • >  «» . <tp.. m» » * • » < * > « «  « »  . * ■ » .  .

1Variety s 
1 fie* " ■*—

Eimd of ccrrelatlcn coefficient

?
t partial 
%nr

s Variable Held 
* constant

weight

ho* of rows

BO* of kernels per 
row

77
ii§
180
133
77
110
ISO
133

s 0*Ot79 *0*0190 t 
* *1605 * *0*64* * f *1000 -*,0i33# * 5 *1014 * *0860# *

0*0641 *«0i9X#£
*0013 ̂  *0860#?
*lt>M
*1100

4. *0233#; 
* *0868#?

Ko* of Hows*# « «
if « «?
»t « ft.

*-#oaoa?**O0O6 
5 *0070 

■' **+0560V
! -.1087 
5 .0278 : .0653t .0133

•
* * *  « * * . » . » . « *  < * < • » ,« *  . »  » » & »  * f . « >  • » « .  * . « . « .  « .  « •  —

# three

110
180

*  * 0100#  *
**0809# I^.0239 s
**0871 I *
* *0190# s *♦0271 «
^*0236 .■■■*■ t.
times the

*♦1061 ̂ *0190#? Butt clrcum* 
-* *0866#s forcneett »

« #
**♦< **0147 -♦0877 **0239 ’*-*O860#3

* * 0716
**0143*♦0416

*♦0189#* **0270 ? 
^ •0839 5 
^*0871 5
- — -»mmwJim.

error*

Lengthtt
«
ii
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This table ©hows that the correlation between weight and 
yield is positive and is increased when number or rows 1© 
held constant* Similarly the negative relation of number 
of rows and yield ia accentuated when butt cireunferenc© is 
fixed* Likewise, the coefficient for number of kernels a-er 
row .and yield are all negative when length ceases to be effec
tive • other corre1ations not listed here show that butt 
elreumferenee and length of ear are positively correlated with 
yield, and that the former is positively correlated with number 
of rows, and the latter, similarly correlated with number of 
kernel® per row* It appears therefor© that those two charse~ 
tors relating to kernel number have an opposite effect on yield 
to that exhibited by the characters most intimately asaDelated 
with them* Furthermore* Richey found, that in general the use 
of weight, number of row a, and number of kernels per row, in 
a multiple system gave almost as good results a® the inclusion 
of all eight character© studied* These finding© are evidence 
that the total number of zygotes 1© negatively correlated with 
productiveness, a1though the magnitude of the relation may vary 
with different varieties*

'The foregoing citations have been concerned mostly 
with dot ©mining the extent to which seed-ear characters are 
associated with productivity as measured by progeny yield of 
grain* They have not all dealt 'with the inheritance of ear 
character® except in a very general sense* bendeli&n arts lysis



has not been attempted* It has merely been assumed that 
some complicated expression of Mendel*s law has applied*

Tiimeraon and East ( 5 ) made a rather detailed 
study of quantitative Inheritance in nalc#> their object being 
to show that such Inheritance is explainable on the basis of 
segregation of dlacreto factors In the germplaaBw Their work 
Included both ear character® nnd plant characteramong thorn 
being cumber of kernel yews, length of - ear* siss# of kernel, 
number of nodes, length Of Internode , length of plant, etc#
In general their method involved crossing strains which 
differed In magnitude of the character under study* Beginning 
with the P^, means and variability constants were obtained for 
progeny populations throughout several generations* By com
paring frequency distribution among progenies -'with the parents I 
distributions these investigators were able to estimate the 
number of foetore involved. They found that the *x »a» u.ually 
Intermediate between the parents and loss variable than either 
parent; that the Fg taken as a whole had about the same mean as 
the but showed a distribution that spread over -the opposite 
limit a set by the parents; that in the case of row number and 
wise of seed, parental types could be recovered In the Fg genera
tion# It was concluded that the result© secured were precisely 
what could be expected if quantitative differences are due to 
numerous factors Inherited in © strictly Mendeli&n meaner*.
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Although a number of studies have been 
conducted on the correlation he tween parte of the same 
plants, the writer has been able to find only two references 
mentioning correlation, in which tassel measurements have 
been considered#

Hwlng ( 7 } made a number of Intra-plant correla
tions among plants of Funk's ninety Day corn* -overal corre
lations Involving weight of grain as on© variable are 
presented;
diameter of stalk, ♦*393 ^*020$ length of leaf, ♦.292 ^*021$ 
height of plant, *.203 ̂ *035} height of seedlings, **2X9 ̂ *037 
number of tassel branches -#.009 ̂ =*048#

Ktheridg© ( 6 > has reported a similar study* .Among 
others, the following correlation coefficients with weight of 
grain as the On© variable were found; days from planting to 
silking, -*4X81 /£* 0133 j total leaf area, **O702 ̂ ,0161j height • 
of stalk, ♦*1109 i*O100f ciroumf©r ene© of first internode above 
ground, **1846 i*0X553 length of tassel -#1251 ̂ #0170. Tassel 
length was obtained by taking the total length of fly© average 
laterals, multiplying their>mean length by the total number of 
laterals, and adding the length of the central spike*

The foregoing review of literature seems. to justify 
the following conclusions*

1* Humeroue experiments have been conducted for
measuring the relation between seed-ear characters

%•
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of corn and productiveness#
2# Experimental disagreement has been due tos

(a) the s^mll differences involved*
(b) "he use of different varieties*
(c) unlike environmental conditions*

3* The weight of evidence points tos
(a) A low positive correlation for those ear 

characters expressive of ’.-eight of ear*
(b) A low negative correlation for total number 

of kernels*

4# Investigators are almost unanimous in agreeing 
that physical differences in sound seed ear© 
are of little value as an indication of their 
productivifcy*

5* The inheritance of quantitative character in
maize can be explained on a strictly '.ondelian 
basis*

6* Pollen production with reference to quantity ha© 
received very little attention*
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MATml/^3 AKD m^KQDS

Seed stock and Field EethocI®$- Except for the 
greenhouse work, data for the study were obtained from ear- 
to row tests with Held1& Yellow Dent corn grown In'1926 and 
1927 at College Park, Maryland# Ko selection of seed ears 
was made except that due to elimination of nubbins and 
decayed e?.?r« at harvest time, and to elimination through 
germination tests* In 1926 the 106 ears used were grown on 
the Experiment Station Farm at College Park, Maryland# In 
192?, 200 seed ears were obtained from a lot taken from the 
crib of Mr# bnrlon C* Prough of Sykesvllle, Maryland# It Is 
thought that both seed stock® have been grown In the vicinity 
of College Park sufficiently long to be well adapted*

.Each seed ear was represented by three ©ingle-row 
plots systematically distributed over the experimental area*
Thus thera were three series, hereafter designated as Sorias I, 
II, and III# Each series contained one plot planted with 
seed from & given ear* In 1926 each plot consisted of eight 
hills* In 1927, Series I and II each contained.ten-hill plots 
while Series III contained sixteen-hill plots* Consequently 
for the first year 48 plants constituted a perfect otand for
any on© seed ear5 and for the second year, 72 plants constituted



a perfect stand* 7 Flatting wms done byhand In hills
;cheefced■..s#5-. foot Sate ;W&y* Iter tc : tin tercel# wore ; plseed, 
in each Mil and the stand later telteed to two plants* with 
the exception of Series 111 for WBTP te#:. plots wore located, 
.on fairly uniform land' ueed for varietal experlmomt# la a

-• rd^tl#gt» ' :f w  an
area in cooperate field "teat exhibited o«aide^ahle; eoil

' 'At Mrwtet -ttoO: tec plant# te eate plot were tet# 
tied- Into a hoaidl#* .tagged wiâ--v:]odbdi>d>iiî iUBi’' tee field# . Atter'-’ 
the' own ted : cured fm':mmmmX weeks, ;te#- bundle** were hacked 
and: tee total field of ears for cate plot determined by weights 
At tel® tlise*. tee 'progeny ear#^ 'prevlmaly ̂aerired for fstere 
titeii&teisigt* wore. ̂pished;. out and stored; fn the . bam* tee
Peiiiaiaite ear#

:, Yield- Per fe&tionsi# ; .’Ho eerraetlte wm 'mmm tor 
laoiaterc- content of theeom* ' tee- plot yield# obviously in
mm?®® j^ci^uiwi. of: Ibjmrft to the" com hf . rodents or poor stand 
were discarded# : ̂ tee. ̂rteafeipg: plot yiold# were corrected for 
soli variability# , te/ltps aete series ..was divided into 
•■■bloch# copposei1^‘of- fiv#'contisnaj# plots* ted sorrecti^ - for' 
.plot yield' wi;«ftdo: mseemipg to

» s-avaraga yield of a block in the series P » setual. pield of m : included plot 
t> .# yield of a.giveii bloch«
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This method was altered somewhat for the 1927 crop*
Instead of fixed blocks of five plots each, a running 
average of ten plots was used a® indicated In the following 
forest la s

* = A iP «• A-ft) s corrected plot yield in per cent lOQ of the series near*

A s average plot yield for the series#
a = average of 10 contiguous plots, 
p « actual yield of plot to b© corrected, a 

central plot In each group of ten#

According to this method the average of a group of ten con
tiguous plots is found and subtracted from the mean of the 
series. The differences than added algebraically to both 
plot number 5 and number S In that particular contiguous group, 
hext the group Is made to move across the field by subtrueting 
two old plots and adding two new ones# The formula is then 
applied again, and the two centre! plot® corrected a® before. 
This process is repeated across the field. At the ends,
obviously, it Is necessary to use a stationary group. By
calculating the yields of all plot® In per cent of their 
respective series moans it Is possible to average the yields 
of all replications, even though those plots may be of slightly 
different sises and located on field® unlike in fertility. It 
Is admitted that either of the above methods can or.ly be applied 
when plot® are small so aa to permit the formation of a group



of sufficient utze to minimise the effect of any Included 
plot upon the group mean*

Ear heaaurem©nt»s~ Length of ear, average weight of 
kernel, average thickness of kernel* and number of kernel 
row® were recorded for all seed ear®4 Ho individual measure
ments were made for progeny ear® In 1926, but in 1987 length 
of ear, average thickness of kernel, and number of kernel 
rows were measured for each individual in & random sample of 
10 ear® taken from Series IX* In all cases measurement® were 
made on air-dry ears that bed been s5-©red in the seed barn for 
several months* Length of ear was measured to the nearest 
tenth of an inch* Ten kernel® picked systematically from the 
central non© of>the ear were weighed in grams and their total 
weight divided by 10 to obtain th© average kernel weight for 
the ear* The mean kernel thickness was calculated from the 
total thickness of BQ contiguous kernels In place near the 
middle of the cob, all measurements being nade to the nearest 
twentieth-inch *

Ta9a© 1 Lemsuraments; ~ In 1926 eight progeny 
plants from the same seed ear were scored for tassel obarao* 
tars* '?-soring was done by one observer while the plants stood 
in the field* The degree of expression of the characters, 
number of teasol branches, length of aplklet, number of ©pike
lets per unit of lateral length, and length of tassel from base



to tip was used to separate the plant# into five classes*
In each case class I represents the lowest degree of 
expression, and class & the highest degree of expression* 
Average grades for the eight progeny plants were aged in the 
c parrels tiens *

In 1927 a more exact method was utilised* ' Ten 
tassels fro® each plot in aeries II corresponding to progeny 
ears reserved for m#aeur©men t, were removed fro® the plants 
standing In the field* The partially -dry tassels were each 
placed In a ten-pound paper hag from which the hotter had 
boon removed# The bags confining the tassels,' 2000 In all, 
were then stored In the seed bam* Later the measurements 
were, made In.the laboratory* Humber of . tassel branches was 
Obtained by actual count * The total length of the lateral 
branches was determined by removing all branches- fro® th© 
m l a . 3be®, placing them in length classes of one inch interval 
waitiply:Ing.©soli class value'by'Its frequency, and adding the 
protects* Length and density of spike lets were determined 
on an average branch fro® the modal class for length*
Actual Measurements of several aplkelets to the nearest 
fiftieth of an. Inch permitted the calculation of an average 
value for th© tassel# Density -of' splkeleta-vs-;©'determined 
by counting th# number of apikelota In the first two Inches 
of Lateral length* Except in progeny ear-tassel correlations, 
averages within a progeny group of ten plants were used for mil 
tassel charaetera#
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formulas^-* Excent where othorwt se ©toted , the 
u snal formulas for ' statl fit leal constants have been emnleyed.. 
It has been assumed that the character;associations ctudied 
have a linear relation. If it be .otherwise, linear corral*- 
'Ation will only serve to rive results too conservative, 
flie oroduot-moment equation for simple correlation (r) as 
modified by Wallace and Sne&^cor ( 39 ) for machine use has 
been used throughout. Pearson*© Tables for sjta-tistloians 
and BloKietricians have been helpful. ’general e ̂ nations are 
listed below,

&f B and X are separate variables 
X ** ©unmation symbol 
M » mean
0 m standard deviation
E * probable error
0 • coefficient' of variation.

it
oM - <?/ YvT~
0 *» o/u x 100

G m ,674b * |bH (c  ̂/ V* n

(factor© for thin equation are given in 
son1 a T©ble J
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SfAl HE STILTS 

PABT f» Itclstien of Tassel and Ear Characters

Tassel Characters and Foiled Productions - For the 
problem at hand it would fee ideal to know the actual number of 
pollen grains produced by every experimental plant* Tbie 
number could then be compared directly with the values for 
kernel number and yield# I I  nf or tun© t © ly total pollen counts
are extremely difficult to obtain far plants growing outdoors 
in a humid climate* a corn plant eon times to shad pollen 
over a period of eight to sixteen days# During this tfm© there 
will bo, in all probability, enough damp weather to cause 
moulding or caking of at least a part of the pollen even though 
it is being collected in water-proof tassel begs* Furthermore 
the number of plants required in this work is so large that 
counting the pollen grains would be too tedious even if the 
pollen could be easily collected in a sound condition# There** 
fere, an attempt was made to determine which measurable tassel 
characters are closely associated with pollen production* so 
that measurements of these characters could be Included in the 
field work*

One hundred plants of Held1© yellow Dent were grown 
in the greenhouse in the autumn of 1927 from a composite sample 
of seed# jva soon as the plants began to blossom, ten-pound 
krafb paper bags were placed over the tassels and tied in
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position* After all pollen had been shed, each tassel 
with Its hag was cut from the plant* The pollen was then 
carefully dusted from the hag and passed through a lOQ-m©sh 
sieve In order to remove pieces of glumes and other debris* 
The cleaned produot from each plant was placed in an 
uncovered Petri dish which was immediately placed in & des- 
sicator containing concentrated sulphuric acid* The pollen 
was dried over the acid for 48 hour# at room temperature, and 
under a pressure of approximately 0*5 atmosphere* It was 
found that after this length of treatment the weight remained 
about constant*
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TA BLK I* «<■ per cent moisture. loat hv corn pollen 
dried over concentrated sulphuric adcl at room temperature

and 0*5 atmosphere proa sure*

Plant ■Pe i|ght in Or&ma • Per cent
HO* Green ^  ter ..After After Koiatun. 24 lira* 48 hr a. 72 hra•
1 2.845 2.188 8*170 2.170 7,46
2 8*610 2.420 2.480 2,575 9.003 2*235 2.135 2.120 2.120 4.70
4 1*150 1.120 1.110 1.095 4.785 1.420 1.868 1.370 1.330 6.34
6 8.520 2.330 2*380 2.325 7.747 1*905 1.890 1.875 1*065 2.10
8 2.655 2.485 2.480 2.460 6.649 2*320 2.678 2.670 Oft 6 • 38
10 4*160 3*915 3.915 3.980 4.33
11 2.810 2.630 8.640 2*650 6.69
12 1.965 1.885 1*880 1.910 2.8013 8*470 3.230 5.210 3.280 5.4814 1.025 1.630 1*650 1.635 10*4115 3.505 3,370 3.375 »3 # 330 5.0016 5.505 8.145 5 . 105 5.095 7.4517 «a» *!» 2*328 2.320 2,306 mt *m

18 1.450 1.330 1.305 1*306 10.0019 1.450 1.280 1*265 1.270 12.4020 2.880 2.550 2.625 2.635 12.0021 1.490 1.336 1.330 1.330 10.7422 1.020 0.945 0,950 0.945 7.3523 3.000 2*670 2.680 2.666 11.17
24 2.830 2.390 8,415 4.5525 4.CBS —  - 3.806 3,840 6.0026 4.305 —  - 8 . 965 3.945 8.3627 3.295 «** m* 3 *085 3*080 0.5328 3*960 •**■ ** «. - 3.576 9.7229 3.655 <M tm -  - 3.295 9.8550 2.995 -  - 8.790 6.8531 5.690 -  - -  - 5.140 9.6732 3.265 4|©' tftw «* 5.090 5.3633 2 *508 «* «. 2.210 7.3434 2.400 4© X» 2.216 7.7138 4 . 385 **» *» *>•# iff 9*81
Averag© 0.033 *4 , * O
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In Table I ar# shown the data relating to the 
drying or the pollen* Due to loss or spoilage only 
thlrty~flve samples of pollen could bo used* Green weights 
and weights made after different periods of drying are shown 
for the different samples* It will he noted that there is 
very little change In weight after 48 hours of drying* In 
a few eases the weight Increases slightly, but this may be 
due to an increase in pressure or a change In temperature, 
since these factors were not controlled accurately* The per 
cent of water lost varies from 2*10 to 12*40 with an average 
of 7*40* The range seems rather wide but this doubtless Is 
due to the effects on the pollen caused by changes in 
humidity In the greenhouse and variation* In exposure of the 
different plants* All plant© did not ©had pollen during the 
same period of time and hone© all lots of pollen were not 
exposed to the same atmospheric conditions* The average 
moisture lose is somewhat higher than that reported by 
Vinson { 37 } and Anderson and Kulp ( 1 }« The former obtained 
a value os 3*97 per cent and the latter 4*68 per cent* Both 
dried the pollen at room temperature over sulphuric'sold in 
partial vacuum#
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TABIM 2* - Means and stamrsl of distribution for taasel characters of 35 plants grown In the groanhouso.
coefficientSymbol Ohara©tor ' Mean. ixtremei yf^risbtiiiy

A llo* of lateral branch©® 2 0 »B 12 *►31 ■ 0 4 *4±2*04
B Total length of laterals(Inches) 14 3 «S 79-007 2 1*9 *1*86
0 Length of tassel w 16*2 1 2 .8 -IB#8 0 *9 ±0 *7S
B Density of laterals* {Ho* per inch) 3*57 2 *8 8-4 * 4 0 : 9 *5 0̂ . 81

- 1? •* * S'ise of lat* spikelets (Inches) 0*39 0 ,3 2 8-0.443 0 .9*0*49
F 1 Ĵ ength ̂ of central spike

1*06 6 *0—14*5 1 6 *7 *1*41
0 : Do* prs,lai, spikes lets 583 - 0 0 4 - 9 6 0 3 1 *0 *0*73
H * * central " 132 76-181 00 *4 *1*86
1 Total HO* hr®* n 716 4 0 4 —1084 2 5 ,5 *2*03
3 Density of central f-pike 11*8 7 *0-19*5 0 8 *1 1̂*86
& . 8 1se of central splkeletc 0*43 *37**00 6*8' 0*49
D Pry it* of pollen (gtss) 1 2*633 0 *9 4 6-6 * 0 0 5 39.0 3.59

*$AM& a* -• Simple correlation ©©efficient® between tassel characters of corn grown in the greenhouse* Humber
of #ari.at6s* equals 58* -■

..J3.— J ...~  . L-. .j l .,.:- .0..r :A ♦,5380# -*2514 ♦*1660 —*1048 -*6428 >#*8658 #•0266B #«Si8fl3 -*2573 -*0862 — 1980 #•7843 #*29940 —•0480 #.9044B —•0265 -*0398 #*0667B -#0967 #*0716F -*06140 #*4589H L -*0034I #,4562—•0308K -*06tOB B #*5586
■* toy ©©efficient above 0,3093 la three time a it® probable error*



In addition to the determination or the dry 
weight of pollen a number of character mB&mxrmment® were 
made on the tassels from which the .pollen w&e shed.* The 
measurements wore made as previously described except that 
the values for density and else of bpikelet wore obtained 
for every branch as well as the central stem* Actual counts 
of number of a pike lot pairs were mad© for ail thirty-five 
tassels* fable 2 gives the means and the coefficients of 
variability for the several characters* It will bo seen 
that longth of tassel (distance from lowest branch to the 
tip}* sis© of spikelet, and density of lateral spikelets 
have the lowest coefficients of variability of nil characters 
measured* Doubtless these characters ©re least affected by 
environment * The total number© of spikelet pairs range from 
404 to 1084 with a moan of 716* These values roughly approx
imate tho number of kernels for this variety under normal field 
conditions* Since these figures must be multiplied by 2 in 
order to get the total number Of single teasel spikelots it is 
evident that the tassel eplkelets outnumber the female spike- 
lets at least two to on#* Under normal growth conditions in 
the field this ratio is wider* In the greenhouse, the male 
inflor©scene© showed.Incomplete development, in that the tips 
of practically all the branches contained c number of sterile 
flowers* According to v;eathermx (40 ) every male and female 
splkelet contains Initially two flowers* Both of these develop
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in the male Inflorescence but only one in the female 
Infloronee*' Thus each kennel represent a one splkelet# 
Therefore the tassel counts made an com plants grown in 
the greenhouse show that with the variety Hold1 s Yellow 
Dent there are at least four times as many starslnate am 
pistillate flowers#

Pollen weight shows unusually high variation# 
tJnfortunafcely this experiment does not indicate Shat proper** 
tion of this variability Is heritable* It Is quite likely 
that under field condition® the variability would not have 
been as great*

In stable 5 a number of simple correlation coef
ficients between the various tassel characters are shown*
The symbols are the same as those used in «Bsbl© £* Due to 
the small number of items most of those correlations are not 
statistically significant, however there are several coeffi
cients that are significant and are of especial importance# 
Only those above 0*50 need be giv cn serious consideration* 
The' characters giving any considerable correlation with 
pollen weight are total lengths of laterals (♦#089), number 
of lateral apikalets (♦*459), total number of spikelets* 
{♦*458) and the product of length of laterals times the 
density of lateral splkelet* (#*539)* number of lateral 
splkelet* gave the highest value with pollen weight* The 
inclusion of the soIkelets on the central stem lowered the



correlation slightly* According to Table 3 the central 
©pikelets make up only about a fifth of the total number 
of ©pikelet© and their number is much sore variable than 
t at of the lateral spikelets* This fact probably 
accounts for their negligible association with pollen 
weight *

Aside from actual splkelet count©, the product of 
total lateral length and density of ©pikelets gives the best 
correlation with pollen weight* In this connection It will 
be noted that total lateral length is itself the product 
of number of laterals times average lateral length, and that 
this product gives a correlation of -*>*784 with number of 
lateral splkelets. From these considerations It would seem 
that the measures of density and lateral length should give 
the best available criterion of pollen production* For this 
reason those items have been given the most weight in the 
field measurements to be taken up later*

lumber of Kernels:— The number of kernels present 
on the ear represent® the contribution of the female inflor
escence toward the total number of zygotes with which the 
particular plant Is concerned* Since maize Is largely cross- 
fertilised, the pollen makes Its contribution through zygotes 
borne on other plants* The number of kernels then may be 
taken as the number of Maternal zygotes produced by a given
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plant, but it does not indicate the maximum number possible.
It merely shws the number of ovules that have been ferti
lised and nourished to maturity# It would sees then that 
kernel number per plant should vary with the season and the 
soil* Under favorable conditions more of the ova present 
could be nourished# The presence of nubbins and ears with 
many rows dropped before reaching the tip, probably, Illus
trates the plant*a attempt to reduce Its food requirement#

Kernel number is obviously the product of number of 
rows times the number of kernels per row# The latter factor 
is plainly dependent upon the length of the ear and the 
thickness of the kernel# In order to measure the extent of 
variability In theso charactera, the moans and standard devia
tions are given for the seed ears used in 1996 and 1927, and 
also fdr the progeny of 1987*

»
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With the exception of ear length, the means 
for the different ear group© are quite uniform for the 
respective characters* The high value for length of ear 
In the 1926 seed stock may be duo to a more careful sorting 
at harvest time, r©suiting in an exclusion of shorter oars*
The higher coefficients of variability for progeny measure- 
meats can be explained upon a similar basis* Those measure
ments include the ” fie Id run1* of ears. Hone© the variability 
is somewhat greater than In the seed stocks where nubbins 
had been discarded* An inspection of the coefficients of 
variability shows %h®t number of kernels is the most variable 
character* This la to be expected since it is the product 
of other character® and hence includes their errors whether 
heritable or temporary* For Instance, discontinuation of rows 
through inadequate food supply or bare tips due to Incomplete 
fertilisation might be named as temporary effects upon the 
fluctuation of kernel number* Of the three remaining charac
ters studied, number of row® has the largest Variability, 
which, as will be seen later, is largely hereditary* bar 
length and kernel thickness Show relatively little variation*
Table 5 further brings out the inter-relations of ear charac
ters*

By studying the simple correlation coefficients in 
Table &, It will be seen that the relation between the number 
of kernel rows and number of kernels gives the highest value, (♦>*72)*
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TA3KE 5* Staple and first order partial correlation 
coefficients for each character associated with number of kernels

Simple Correlation Partial Correlation
Designation Coefficient Designation Coefficient

Kernel no* X length 
of ear

♦0*2400 ±*0411* | *%A*B ♦0.4903 ±,0331

Kernel no* X kernel 
thickness • *3160 ±*0393 j rXA*C ♦ .4943 *.0330
Kernel no* X no* of 
rows ♦ *7210 ±*0209 PXB.A -.5338 *.0317
Length of ear X 
kernel thickness ♦ *5083 ±*0324 rXB-C -.3674±.0377
Length of ear X row no* • *13770428 rX0.A ♦ .7841 ±.0168
Kernel thickness X 
row no* 0805 ±.0433 PXC«B ♦ .73381. 0201

t *5

**AlX constants are b^sed on 239 items resulting from the combination of 80 ears for 1928 end 153 ear* ror 1927*
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Furthermore, this relation appears to be largely independent 
of either length of ear or thickness of kernel* because when 
the latter character la held constant, relatively little 
change in til© coefficient results* Thi©knees of kernel 
evidently has more influence upon number of kernels per row 
than does length of ear* ''Obviously, the two relations would 
be expected to have opposite signs* Long ears tend to have 
thick kernels end few rows* a comparison m f  the simple with 
the partial correlation coefficients shews that the relation 
between ear length and kernel number and between kernel 
thickness and kernel number is accentuated by holding either 
of the other characters constant* *Thl& fact simply emphasises 
the inter *rela 11 on of the characters in question with respect 
to their effect upon kernel number*

Briefly, then. It may be said that the longer the 
ear the fewer the rows and the thicker the kernels*

■ ter~?ro&eny Oorr©latlons s * fPhe foregoing results 
have indicated that certain rae&surwbl© tassel and ear charac
ters are intimately assoclated respectively with-meis and 
female gametic production* 'fh© question# nmt arise as to 
whether the male and female inflorescences present a parallelism 
in the sis© of their parts, and If so, whether such a parallelism 
comes about through heredity or merely through temporary response 
to environment * In an attempt to answer these questions, cornel** 
at I ons involving both tassel and ear characters on the same plant
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plants ©f the same progeny (half-siblings) , and cm 
adjacent plants of different progenies have been calculated* 
Bine# -no memsur ©ment& for tassels on parent plants were 
available, it was necessary to depend upon fraternal correl
ations among the 1997 progenies for testing ©at heredity 
relationships* Kaoh progeny group }mm separated into pairs 
of plants between which simple correlation coefficient© were 
obtained for the characters in question* Table 6 gives the 
means and distribution constants for the measurements concerned, 
and Table 7 gives the coefficients of correlation*

By compering the means for length of laterals and 
number of laterals recorded in Table 6 to the mean® for the 
same two characters recorded in Table 2, It is evident that the 
field grown plants exhibited these characters to a far greater 
degree than did plant® from similar eeod planted In the green
house* The former averaged 248 inches for total lateral length 
and 52 for number of lateral branches, whereas the latter 
averaged respectively 144 inches and 21 branches* Obviously 
environment ha® affected the expression of these characters 
markedly* Further examination of Table 0 shows that th© tassel 
Characters studied are far more variable than corresponding ear 
characters* This fact might suggest either that these tassel 
and ear characters are not analogous or that environment effects 
the tassel much more than It does the ear* It may be that total 
length of tassel branches la a product of more variables than 1®
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TABLE 6m <* Means and distribution constants for 
ear and tassel characters on progeny plant® in 1927•

Character No.
Item ; u<mn

Coefficient 
of Variability

Tassel
Length of laterals(Inches} 
no* of lateral©
Ppikclet pair© per inch

1148
136
1148

24S.0±1.351.16^.46
3*50 i.oa

86.2^0.3927.7*1*03
15.6*0.23

Ear
Length (Inches) 
Kernel thickness 
1!o • of rows

1148
1148196

8.86±.02 0.158 ±.0002 19.17±.13
11*7*0.17
9.0*0.1313.6*0.49
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Artificial selection has boon concerned with uniformity 
of car, hut has not boon concerned at all with tassel type*
For this reason clone mm would anticipate a more heterogenous 
Inheritance for the latter and hence greater variability*

Much of the foregoing discuss ion applies alike to 
length and number of branches or rows respectively in the male 
and female inflorescences* Uumber of tassel branches is not 
strictly analagoue to number of kernel rows, - probably for 
reasons already given* Of the characters studied density of 
splkelets presents the greater similarity*

A cursory examination of Table 7 shows that, with 
one exception, all Intra-progeny correlations are mall but 
statistically significant* The highest coefficient (+*£$8) 
is that obtained when half-siblings are correlated for density 
of female ©pikelets* According to eomm' usage the square of 
a correlation coefficient can be interpreted as per cent of 
total variability showing concomitant fluctuation* Thus by 
squaring 0*225 the value of 0*0506, or 6*06 per cent is 
obtained* It Is then permissible to say that 8*00 per cent of 
the variability of ©pikelet density is correlated with respect 
to plants of a common maternal Inhertance* The remaining 
variability, I00*<>8 «* 5*06 per cent, is due to paternal heredity 
and to the effect of non^heritable factors* According to 
wrlght, ( 43 ) the maximum theoretical correlations between parent 
and offspring is *0*5 and between half-siblings - it is #0*05 under



random fertilisation in the absence of inbreeding. The 
extent to which actual fraternal correlations fall short of 

to or© fc leal wmxSmm may boused as a measure of the 
of heredity for the character In question.

The Intra-progeny correlatlons 
than those f or length* T&eeel~ear eorrelatlone on the seme 
plant sr© respectively #*0*18 for length end *0*16 for density*
As they standt these figures do pot 
these characters tend to be inherit*

possibly could b© & result of the common 
Bmw*tww %te--.fcdb that 

ation© show small constants of aiailar sign, 
case of density* indicates that the taseeX-ear associations are 
hereditary though very ©mall*

Fraternal correlations for the teasel m©&sur©ments are 
quite significant* the coefficients being over seven times their 
probable errors* Ears on half-siblings* likewise, give signifi
cant coefficients, although the one for length is very much 
lower than those for tassels or for oar density* Since all 
correlations between haIf-siblings are based on the measurements 
of plants grown side by side in tee samo plot* it may be thought 
that place effect in tee field tec increased tee alse of coef
ficients* In order to test out this Idea correlations were cal-

of t he 
effect arising

to prove teat there was little
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TABU*) 7 * ** In t er-progeny correlation® Involving length of tassel branches, length of ear* end density or number per inch of staminato or pistillate spikelets*

Coefficients for
Combination
Tassel x ear on sam© plant ♦ «1241 **0196 * 4.1609 ±,0194°
Tassel X ear on half-albs *.0282 £.0190 *.091B±.Oi97*
Tassel X tassel ” * *.1590 *.0194 * ♦ .1739 ±.0193**
Vmt X ear cm haIf-sibs. *.0787±.0198 * *.2249±.0189® .
Tassel X tassel on adjacent plants • *0394 ±.0313 *.0158±.0314
Kar X ear on adjacent plants *.0420 ±.0313 ♦ .0673 ±.0312

* Significant by at least odds of 45 to 1*
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Farent^progeny Correlational- The preceding 
section has dealt with relationships be twoen half--siblings 
or com plants having the fomal© parent in comnoru The rial© 
parent was not known because of random fertilisation in the 
field* In the present section the relative extent of associa
tions hetween the maternal ears and the corresponding progeny 
plant© are studied* •The progenies have not been treated &m 
individuals, but, since the number of seed oars is h>ot large 
enough, to mke small correlations significant, the values for 
members of a progeny .group have been averaged, and the 
resulting mean paired with the value for the proper seed ear* 
This procedure gives higher correlation coefficients than doe© 
the simple pairing of each parant with one of Its offspring*
The -Increase in the sise of the coefficients I© duo to th© 
canceling out of much random variability whom Individuals are 
averaged# In other words the group naans for the total 
progeny population have & smaller error than the Individuals 
of that ©ame population* For the above reason the coeffi
cients of Table 8 can only be compared a-̂ ong themselves; they 
cannot b© compared directly with the half-sibling correla
tions of Table 7#

By means of hi a method of path coefficients, "right 
( 43 ) has determined th® maximum theoretical correlation between 
parent end offspring* The r value found is #0*50, which, when



squerod, givea 0*25* It will be aeon that the coefficient 
of correlation between parent and progeny for number of 
kern©!© per inch is given as ♦0*66 in Table 8* Thus the 
latter constant Is higher than the theoretical v©luo j 
possibly because of the use of averages as just explainedf 
or probably also because of chance fluctuation. The prob- 
; hie error is quit© large due to the relatively small number 
of individuals concerned* namely 153* The difference between 
the theoretical value and th# actual value is not three times 
the error of the difference* It Is, therefore, not possible 
to regard the coefficient of ♦0*56 as a fixed value. It must 
be considered as a variable fluctuating within rather wide 
limits. If a similar population were used In another calcu
lation a much lower* or a much higher coefficient might bo 
obtained as the result of chance alone* The foregoing obser
vation, of course, applies to all 5 values listed In Table 8* 
It is necessary to be conservative in comparing them with a 
theoretical value*

The fraternal correlations given in Table 7 fire 
based on a relatively large number* 1148, and therefore 
have smaller errors than the coefficients given in Tt’ble 8* 
Thus it 1b safer to use the former in measuring the 
degree of heredity for th© characters in question*



TABLL1 8* - Correlations between parent ear and 
progeny* Progeny raoasurenents used represent group

averages•

Oharac ter Gombina11on 1926 1927

Parent ear X progeny tassel Kernel wt* x length of apikelet +*0874 1*0722 +.0962 ±.0640
Ho*of kernels per Inch Xspikelet per inch +*2709 1*0674 +*1219 ±*0537
Ho* of kernels X no* of 

spikelets mm  «*•=- 4*0380 ± *0545
lu&r length X total lateral 

length -*0016 ± *0545

Parent ear X progeny ear 
Kernels per inch 40* *■* +.5626 ±*0373
Ho* kernel rows *m  a * +.4528 ±.0434
jjcngth of ear 40B 40* ♦*5087 ±*0493
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For instance, the actual coefficient of correlation for 
number of kernels per inch between half“siblings is #0.02 as 
against #-0*26 for complete hereditary determination* Th© 
squares of the above two figures are respectively 0,0484 and 
0,0625* Then x 100 * 77 or the per cent of the theo
retical rmissum that, is actually inherited* The foregoing 
equation can bo used to calculate the coefficient that should 
be obtained for the same character, that is number of kernel 
per inch, between parent and progeny, As has been said the 
maxiznum theoretical hereditary determination for the latter 
combination is (0*50)® or 25 per cent of the total progeny
variability* Therefore r g

-eQ- s 0*77 or r „ * 0*77 x 0*25*0.44 0*25
It seems safe to conclude that the correct correlation value 
for kernels per inch between maternal ears and progeny ears 
is of the order 4*0*44 1*016# This v<iluc most certainly is 
sufficiently large to he of importance* r. similar observation 
holds for number of kernel rows ami length of car* These 
three characters are distinctly heritable and they are lnflu~ 
enced relatively little by growth conditions* Of the three 
characters length of oar is limited to th© greatest degree 
by factors external to the gcrmolasm* This state.M&nt seems 
to be borne out by field observations in that ears produced 
on Infertile soil are short but tend to have the characterise 
tic number of row© and thickness of kernel* In other words,
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th© greatest reduction In weight of grain under sub- 
optimum growth eon&itlcn© is brought about more through, 
reduction of car length than through either a reduction.
In row number or a change in kernel thickness*

The correlations between parent ears and progeny 
tassels are so small In proportion to their probable errors 
that It is not safe to draw definite conclusions from them*
The most that-can be said of the latter relations 1© that 
they support the fraternal correlations In Indicating a 
small hereditary relationship between tassel and ear with 
regard to the expression of character® markedly concerned 
with gametic numbers*

Summary of Part I* - By weighing pollen collected 
In the greenhouse from individual corn plant si and subse
quently measuring the corresponding tassels It has boon 
possible to show that total length of latere.! branches and 
number of ©pikelets per inch have an important positive 
relation with pollen production* Also the more or less obvious 
relations bat we on total number of kernels per ear and number of 
kernel rows on the ear, the thickness' of kernels or the number 
of kernels per Inch, and the length of ear have been pointed 
out* Of the throe ear cheraeter am row number has the highest 
correlation eith total kernel number* Humber of kernels per 
inch ranks second and length of ear cornea last* In general,
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it may be said that the longer the oar the Tower the
4number of rows and the thicker th© kernel©#

It has been shown by fraternal and parent**progeny 
correlation® that there is a alight tendency for tassel and 
ear characters to be expressed to the came extent upon th© 
sam© plant J that the characters are heritable to on i. pprtseta
ble extentj and that total length'of tassel bronchos and 
length of ©ax** are af fee tod more by factors external to th© 
gersaplaem than the other characters studied#
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PART XX. Reproduction ond Yield

A Method for Heflucimx the Variability of Yield 
13a.tag — In order to secure statistical si£nifinance
experimental work involving nmall diferenoes in crop yield 
te el way a handicapped by the necessity for a large number 
of com aricons.. Yield of plant parts 1® a growth offset 
and 11ke growth it is easily influenced by any one of a 
number of those conditions external to the plant, which, whan 
taken collectively are called environment. Field comparisons 
of crop plants come under that category of experimentation in 
which the effect of one contributing factor is studied while 
other contributing factors arc left to vary at will. Among 
other variables, soil, temperature and light cannot be 
completely controlled over relatively large experimental areas* 
The best the investigator can hone to do is to sample growth 
conditions equally with every member of his comparison. In 
he present work the unit of comparioon in a progeny group of 

corn plants. In order to facilitate the sampling of field 
conditions, largely a question of soil variation, each plot 
has been replica tec! twice and the replicator ey ssteme ti. colly 
distributed over the experimental area. Aa ie always the osse 
with a large number of plots much gd.11 variability was en
countered . Consequently slots planted with seed from the eome
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ear have not produced equal amounts of uruin .. It 1 s true 
that all slants fxam the same seed ear did not have the same 
genetic constitution with regard to. yield* However It would, 
appear that genetic differences among the plants of any 
given plot would average out, for plot yield la si rawly the 
average yield par plant times th© number of plant a oreomt •
If th© latter assumption be granted then differences between 
plots for a given progeny mist be due to factors other than 
heredifcy.

It would be wry helpful if the effect of heredity 
upon yield could be separated from that due to other causes.
Such an accomplishment would reduce the number of trials 
necessary for making significant the small relations that may 
exist between various characters and yield. From the stand
point of quoting ner cent effect, it would be much better to 
be able to state that a certain parent character such as kernel 
row number Is associated with a certain per cent of the yield 
variability induced by everything. If the environment sere 
constant for all experiments this benefit would, be nepli •dble, 
but unfortunately this is not the case. Sometimes it represents 
a large part of the total yield fluctuation while at other 
times it 1b much smaller. Thus the greater part environment 
nlays in the els© of the yield standard deviation the less will 
be the nor cent effect of heritable charactera. Hut were the 
per oent effect (obtained by squaring r or R) calculated oa
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genetic variability alone it would not only be larger, 
but nore nearly constant for different trials, and, in fact, 
possibly could be used n calculating the degree of horaosy— 
go sis in a corn population.

If all. plot yields in the experiment reg'Tdlese of 
the origin of their need are considered as unite in a total 
nopulation of plot yields, the standard deviation of yield 
for an individual plot measures in one value the variability 
due to (!) unlike field conditions among the population of 
plots, (2) environmental effects upon the somatoplasm of the 
seed ouch as chance disease infection©,- Immaturity or cold 
injury, and (3) heritable differences. The effect of (2) 
can be almost eliminated by rigid germination tests, but (1) 
offers more difficulty. The first step ^n the control of 
field variation is replication of slots. Where there ay© as 
many as three plots of a kind and a sufficient total number 
of p!Jots, say not lees than 50, the method used in this work 
seems helpful.

The method rests upon the assumption that the 
variability due to growth conditions can he separated from 
heritable variability through ctetiKtic&l manipulation of the 
standard deviation, According to Yule (44 ) p. 311 the 
square of the error Inherent in the variable in question ulus 
the square of the error of observation is equal to the square
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of the error measured for the variable * Thuet

® ** o ^ •* &  ̂ or o ^ e 3 ■• g 3
X O X X ,  o1 1

where x^ is the observed deviation from the mean of a triable 
X; x,the true deviation and. o the error of observation* Hence, 
if any two of the errors are known, the other can easily be 
determined. The only condition in that the position of the 
wean of X be not affected by the error of observation. The 
praeent method for correcting yield variability assumes that 
the above formula is applicable, environmental deviation being 
considered analogous to error of observation. In future 
notation c^ will be referred to as the standard deviation of 
yield due to heredity. ov will refer to all other variability,, 
and will denote total variability. Thus the basic equation 
i&t

o 3 „ 0 2 « » 0 < 3
H R K

Obviously since can be found from the total nopu* 
letion of olot yields, the next step is to obtain-a value for 
cv,« This can be done by calculating the error for each 
replication g r o w , taking the average of this value, correcting 
it for email numbers, and treating the result obtained as a 
men euro for environmental variability. A© pSMErtr iously explained 
this operation merely assumes that difforenoes between the yields 
of plots slanted from the same seed oar must be due to unlike
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growth condittons. On the moor hand prince ct, S. * calculatedit
from Id * e mingled yi elds of nil plote reyardless <*> f replica tl an 
group, it Includes not only cfi„, but also 0 or the didlorcnees 
between rm lication arour e.

The correction for email saimles in obtain'-, nr c.<T
in very e Essential * The work of :1mdent ( 36} and Fisher ( 9 ) 
h.as obown chat on the aver ace the standard deviation of as 
individual item an calculated from a omaXX ssjsplo, ray lams than 
50 items, im smller than the standard deviation calculated for 
no'ouiation frorn which the aeohe wna dr arm. the email or the 
sample the greater is the sample standard deviation in error 
with regard to the true standard deviation of the oooulation vm 
a whole. This effect of small samplea is entirely due to 
chance* and duo to the formula for a s Dandard dev! a ti on. fy 
aafinition (Yule ( 44) p. 135) , 4 lie aiandard deviation is The 
least oonsi lo r oot-osoan~epu* re deviation. Tn effect this 
■1 of ini tion says that the a. vo rage of the err.-.ares of *V- via t ion 
1 ram a mean. is less then the rA’dra^e of the txaures of aivia— 
tioixo hr on any other position in a frspooney d i sir'.hut ion. 
Therefore* if the group or oanole mean * a not the o'• ac 'a- the 
uopulntion 1x0 an* the latter re ore -.ants yn origin d\ /.Cerent from 
that 01 the group mean. lenoe the yroao i tec©will ^viste less 
from their group- moan than fr-xri ihe population mean. uav?ever, 
thin does not mean that ’the error u a sample is alway3 less 
than the error of the whole copulation. If the grots0 items
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TABLE 9* * Goans arid standard d vidians for nisabcr of heads calculated f rora son'll groups of ootn to arrr., a eh 
toss include a ten coins -nd each of the:' fifty groups consists

of Sour consecutive tosses*

Group M e a n IKS- 1 & Group) ur zap*- ~1
BO# I_ l Mg L . 2H ( M h ) g No. j M

g z h (m h ) j ag
1 6*00 6*00 1.2248 2G j 4.60 15.00 | 1.0028
8 4*00 14.00 1*8708 27 4.00 6.00 1.2248
3 1 5*76 8.75 I1.4790 28 6.00 14*00 1

4.0 0  1
1.8708

4 4*75 0.76 j0 .4 t>o0 - 29 5.00 ‘ 1.0000
5 6*76 6.75 1.2990 30 0*50 11.00 Jt « Q Di J-3
6 5,75 b .76 0*8290 61 6.25 12.75 1*7854
7 4*50 6 . 0 0  j1 *1180 32 5.75 4.75 1.0897
8 4.50 85-* 0 0  i2,5000 : I 4.26 2.75 0.8292
9 5*75 80.75 !3*2776 34 6 . 26 8*75 0.8292

10 4*50 : 9.0 0  j1*5000 : 35 4 * 50 11.00 1 * 6 v~>6 5
11 0.00 ■ 2 .00 0.7071 ■ 36 t 'j * 7 5 4*75  ! 1.0097
12 4.75 0.75 i0 .4 o 60 37 4.00 B .00 1.22481 f? «a»0 6.00 10.00 1.5812 38 j 6,85 2,75 0.8292
14 4.25 4*75 1,0897 59 j  ̂* 50 5,00 1.1180
16 i 4*00 | e.oo !1,2848 40  j 6.26 [ 0.75 

I 12.75
0.4330

16 I 6*00 G .00 1*2248 41 6*25 1.7854
17 : 3.50 11.00 1.6683 ; 42 5.75 ! 2*75 0,8292
18 5.76 14.76 1.9205 43 4.75 I 8.75 1.4790
19 4.25 6.75 1*2990 44 5,00 6 . 00 1.2248
20 4.75 2.75 .8292 46 "t: , pO 13.00 1*8028
21 4.00 4.00 1.0000 46 5*50 5.00 1.1180
22 5.25 2.75 0 , 82*92 47 5 * 50 5 . 00 1.1180
23 5*75 a. 75 1.4790 48 '; 5.00 2.00 0.7071
24 4 .26 4*75 1.0897 49 4 .60 5.00 1.1180
25 4.00 8. 0 0 1.4142 ■ 50 5.00 2.00 0*7071

ve* (N*6 o) ..4*87 7.670 1.2924 5,100 u * 540 1.2133
v e * ( H ® 5 0 ).*....*...... •..•••.•••*•,••••.*• 4#985 7*106 1.2629*0.0845
Theoretical values •.•.*•••.•.•*•*.*«•••*. 5.000 ..••••••*• 1*5811
By use of Fisher1 s correction 
By use of ::emp*s correction *

1*5702 
I #6390
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are close together and mainly to one side of the population 
mean their error will he rel&ttvelyilow* Buoh a growing 
is my re likely the smaller: th© number (n) of item© pe# sample* 

Table 9* based on data obtained from coin tosses, 
ha© bean prepared to illustrate the offoot of calculating 
standard deviations from small ©ample©. For thia table 
ID coins were tossed simultaneouely 800 time©* Hie number of 
coins with heads up was recorded for each' toes* hater the 
tosses were grouped ooneeoutively into ©amplea of four to©nos 
each* Then the mean and standard deviation for number of 
heads wore calculated for each group and entered in 'fable 9.
The average no^n and average standard deviation were finally 
compared t-o the theoretical mean and the theoretical standard 
deviation respectively. 01no© the probability of a head
falling upward is the mean for 10 coins must be 10jg£ or 5, 
and ©2 m npq m lQxo%\ m 3 3  or 0 «* 13811. F$y Inspection of 
Table 9 It will be seen that the average number of her-he for 
50 groups Is 4385, only 0,015 less than the theoretical value 
of 5*0. On the other hand •■he average standard deviation 
(13539) is significantly lower (odds about 99 to 1 that the 
differ©no© \e not due to chance alone) than the theoretical 
value. 9y correction through the us© of factors derived by 
entirely different methods the average value is made to approx
imate the correct value.
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Ficher ( 9 } has mtbliched tables giving factors 
for correcting the standard deviation obtained f r o m  irzouoc  

when in equals 4 to 100. Th® factor is divided into 'the 
observed value thus .giving the correct value in the quotient. 
Kemp of the Uni varsity of Maryland in un-nubli shed work has 
suggested another method of correction, which for the oroblem 
at hand, involve® lescs work and apoaxoritXy gives recults 
approxS.mating those of Fisher. dee Table 9. Fisher1 a tables 
have the advantage in that correction can be -nade either on a 
single group standard deviation or on the mean of such standard 
deviations. It onto*® factor mist be applied to the ecu are root 
of the average squares of a number of group standard deviations, 
It cannot be apulied to a cingle group* On the other hand, 
since the average value itself must be used, in the corn work,
-he latter method oaves the labor of tnkina the f 1 nnl root for 
the individual group standard deviations* The factor used 
tor correction is obtained in the following way. First the 
assurer) t Ion is made that the standard deviation of a ^Invle 
item in the mingled oomulation Is evorevsed by the Formula,

CT^ m where V represents the
groun mean® and g, a group Item. Put since gronns are to bo 
averaged the last term will be Included in the average o f the 
sonar eg of the grown standard deviation and hence •■•rone out of
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the er?ua11 on * Then ?
0“ ** m 0 T *

g x c 2 w 3 -Y" t %
'But CP. »  nr f r  ^  «* €rp*"'K I f  ^zss=r  v > i V j j  — ^—.w -n
Then' let*3 o cj s ~ - *JL*r T »

ic 24?  *

By arbitrarily assigning o 3 the value of unity the relni 
value of the average group standard deviation can be obta

^  «■ JL. *V* ~ 1 * 0.S1S5 •» the eorrectio
9 n r ST

to be;, used- as ©. divieor for the observed square root o

mean of the squares of the group standard deviation.
The entire method for eliminating anvironr-• ant& 1 

variabillty ( V  from plot yielde in the present corn exp 
is outlined below.

1. Find the actual standard deviation for the'
of all replication groups or p l ots planted to the some ee 

Let U represent the group moans; >?, the number of group a; 
mean; and X t summation.

Op a i_n3 “ i;i ( Mjj)/ IS

I V© 
Inod.

n factor
t the

eriment

moans 
:cd ear
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3. Find th". square of the numerator term in th© 
standard deviation formula for each replication group *
Let r equal an included plot yield and n the number of plots 
ner group, (n * 3 in the present work).

n g '* m  -  it (tig)

3. Determine the mean of the squares of the group 
standard deviation©

— m JLill Nn

4* Obtain the standard deviation due to field
conditions, by extracting the square root .of *»3/" and 
dividing hg t a. correction factor for small sample©.
0.8185 far n «r 3) .

ee " -/rr3/;? /*

5. Make c comparable to -cu by dividing by n E u

CK * ca/gn~
Hotes Combines In one equation (3), (3) , ( -)» and 

(j), frlve A  (2.X':- i.r (K-)
S/  *   tL~  / y

6. Calculate eg from the equatIon
Cf 2 IM 0 S «* Cr,̂H H E



7. Substitute for in th# pro duot-moment
correlation equation. Let A be any ear character correlated 
with orogeny yield X* astd let p represent the product moment. 
The correlation- between, 4 and X «?ill; without correction

with correction

Obviously by lessening the product of the variability 
term in the' denominator' of the produot-®omsnt correlation foratu-* 
la the else of y wtli be increased provided the numerator le not 
Ilk owl so reduced. How one variability term In the denominator
Is the standard deviation of one variable and the other Is the 
standard deviation for the other1 variable. In the-present type 
of work a parent ear character represents one'variable and 
progeny yield represents th# other. If th# standard deviation 
of the latter'1# reduced to represent only variability related 
to the sedd ear then r will be increased accordingly. The pro** 
duct moment In the numerator owe© Its else only to ooncomltant 
deviations for the twp variablsi. Unaeeoeinted deviations 
can col out automt 1 cal ly_. Since there is no reason to believe

or for jsaeblfi* adaptation
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that environment was any different for any one parent-orogeny- 
yield pair than for another, it can- be assumed that the 
product moment is due only to the feot that the seed ear directly 
influence© yield or else the two waxy together on account of a 
common determinant transmitted from generation to veneration.

It is true that any somatic unsoundness in the seed 
ear which is Independent of heredity but which may. affect the 
vigor of the offspring, may also influence the magnitude of seed 
ear characters and thus augment correlation. Thus Immaturity 
or disease infection may effect one seed ear more than another, 
not because the one is inherently weaker than th© other, but 
because the one by chance happened to have a more intense ex
po sure than the other. fjeverthalees, the disorder will not
only influence such ear characters as -eight of kernel or in
dentation of kernel, but will also reduce the vigor of th© 
seedlings. The result will be a correlation between weight of 
kernel or Indentation of kernel and orogeny yield. However, 
the proportionately small affect of such situations and th© 
fact that the germination test eliminates practically all 
somatic wsoundness argue for the ignoring of the foregoing 
no asibillty.

Table 10 has been included to illustrate the 
application of the correction- process to actual data. This 
table represents only a email part- of the table actually used



TABLE 10. - A sample portion of a large table used in making variability
correction in the 1927 progeny yields

feed
ear

Yield in lbs. per plot. Values in per cent of respective series 
by subtracting 70.

means coded
Ho. °eries c

t3eri@@ Total Mean r s* _,£ T: f s.
I II III I (ri) nfrg) ( £r) ■ (a) T - t I My

1 20.0 15.7 24.1 38. 21. £4. 83. 27.67 164 39
2 21.3 17.0 30.6 45 28 50 123 41.00 266.00
3 17.0 19.7 29.1 22 44 44 110 36.67 322*66
4 13.3 13.8 27.1 2 10 33 48 16.00 632.00
5 14.6 14.6 22.9 9 14 20 43 14.33 60.67
6 23.6 18.9 £9.0 57 40 44 141 47.00 158.00
7 20.0 22.1 26.0 38 58 32 128 42.67 370.66
8 22.6 173 26.9 51 34 36 120 40.00 182.00
9 17.4 16.9 £2.7 £4 28 19 71 23.67 40.66
10 17.8 20.5 22.3 £6 49 17 92 30.67 544.66
153 17.8 15.3 £6.5 £6 19 34 79 .26.33 112.67

2837.2 2640.2 3908.8 4587 4568 4566 13722 44,373*92
M 18.54 17.26 25.55 29.98 29.86 29.84 89.69 290.03

- £ B 2 -£H (%)/]} - 85.2409
^  * 9.£526 - observed standard deviation of a group U

s ]/ ^  /H* a y iix|.||l|a , V  #B155 ^/g7* - 6.9523 * the standard
n ' deviation independent of seed

» © o p ,    9 m c a  differences.tf'H *$3 - 0*3 * (9*2326) - (6.95£3r * 36.9064
* 6.0751 « yield standard deviation related to seed.



that■sufficient data are included to Illustrate the nrocese*
It will be noted that actual yields for each series are 
converted Into percentages of their respective series means* 
This step permits the combining of plots in different fields 
and of different sizes* It will be noted also that the 
oercentages axe coded by the subtraction of TO throughout, 
which of course does not affect the size of the resulting 
variability constants. The value of the true mean, however.
Is reduced by this exact amount* Coding merely reduces the 
labor involved, being a process similar to that of growing in 
a correlation surface.

Tables XI and 12 summarize the yield, results for 
both 1936 and 192?. Attention is called to the fact that the 
yields of 192? are almost double those of 1926* Ttoubtlese 
both season and soil contributed'to th© difference®* Host of 
the plots were on better soil in 1-927 and yields of corn in the 
locality of the experiment were generally high on account of 
a favorabl& e ea son.

Examination of Table 12 makes patent the fact that 
in so far as the correction method is reliable, about one—half 
of the total plot yield variability encountered in this exper
iment was due to soil or other field conditions. 'The other 
half apparently was due to need differences, tn the year when
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f&BLE 1I-, - Average yields-of mdIrisd ear corn for 88 progeny group© gTomi In 1928. and 153 ̂ group© grownit n 193? *

1 9 3 8 ' ■ ' '.1 9 3 f

3 **1 .,1
.... Lj l _L.J 1 _ Jk el fc .... To ta,: -.. .. I. 11

Ho, H i l l s 8 8 8 ■ 34 IQ 10 i e 88

Y i e l d  in l b © * 7,81 ? , 8a 8.83 33.08 18.54 17.36 35,55 61,35

Bu, ' p m  Acre : 48,3 40,4 43.3 48,7 . 94.3 87.7 . 01,1 as. a

TABLE 12. * Yield averages and Standard deviations for the means ^replication grorps. Beeh gronp consisted of three plots planted from the same seed ear

Y m x Average Bn* "' ■ a°a: •'Bu, nefeen% percent %
percent

If / P
Z n C

1936 46.7 * 8,88 6,08 4.09 4. 48 0,546

192? 87,7 * 0,09 9.33 6.95 6,07 ■ 0.438

* 83 groups in 19281 183 in Ct9S?
* unweighted



the total variability weo low the proportion of variability 
induced by the seed war? relatively high. This fs.ot seems to 
indicate that reduction of total variability came either as 
a result of more uniform field conditions in 1936 'than in 
19S7# or aa a result of a more efficient plot to olot correc
tion initially applied to the yields. The experimental area 
in 1936 was much smaller than that of 1937 and on the whole 
appeared more uniform. The similarity' of the aeries means 
for X92S given in fable XX seems to bear out. this observation 
But regardless of how the reduction of total variability 
came about it seems safe to conclude that transmitted varia
bility tended to remain constant for the two years.

upon the sijsa of n correlation coefficient where yield ie one 
of the variables le easily, demonstrated. If 1C be allowed to 
represent yield, H some other variable, and p the product

else Ty. will he increased in direct proportion.to the amount

tee effect of the yield variability correction

moment, rT. «• p Then If cr̂ or cm ie reduced in
®**®A

of the reduction or r c/Xi.c
Therefore gives the- factor by which any given ooeffioi
must be multiplied In order to obtain correction.
In 1936, %/on * 6.06/4,48 * 1.36
In 1937, %/a^ * 9.33/0.07 * 1.53
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in- work involving a series of yiold correlations it is 
more convenient to make the correction directly in the 
denominator of the correlation equation rather than to 
wait until an a? value is obtained and then tsultiohy by a 
factor*

It la demonstrated then that the method of correc
tion raiseo the coefficients of Correlation from 3b to 53 
oer cent. If the correction cannot be proved invalid the 
gain in the ei ©e of the correlation coefficients so erne well 
worth the trouble involved*

Character—Yield Correlational- progeny yield
results for two years* of work still In progress have been 
used in the correlate ms to be discussed.. The respective 
progeny yields have bss.;n correlated with morphological ear 
and tassel character8 previously found to be associated 
reenectively with ovule and pollen numbers. The method 
developed for reducing the effect of field variability ha© 
been used in all the character—yield correlations, All r 
values with their error© are presented in Table 13.

Though sm 11 in comparison with their probable 
error® the coefficients taken as a whole do show certain 
rather definite indications* For instance, each parent—ear 
character maintain© the same sign for r in the two years of 
the experiment, Kernel number and number of kernel rows both
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TA.0XJS 13* — Sliaple cone la t Ion oo&t fl o i en t b between 
various plant character® and yield of sat ©ora.

Character. 1920 1937
Far eat bar

Length of cob *0.100? ± m07ZO *0,0781 *.0548
Ho, kernel rows —..0598 *.0734 -,1©0S ± .0331
Kernel thi ok neas *.1250 * .0716 *.5195 * .0545
Ho, of kernels -*,1145 * .0717 -.1090 ± .0538
Ave, kernel wt. * * 3oBl *■.0634 *.0866 ± .0541

Progeny tassel
Central length -*1738 *.0705 *.0937 ± .0540
Ho. branches -.1097 * .0706 *.5907 ± .0540
Deagi ty of gotkelet -.1445 ± .0713 *.1333 ± .0535
Bi^e of w —,0542 ± .0735 -.0838 ± .0541
Length of branches - _ _ *.1183 ± .0337
Length of branches 
x'*density of 
epikeleto irrTm ,.1500 i .0533

Bum of tassel char
acter valueq ~,27?S Jfc.0871
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show a negative relati -n with yield* On the other handf 
length of ear and weight of kernel both ©how a. positive 
correlation. It would appear from this that else measure— 
meats of the parent ear have an effcot opposite to that of 
kernel number. With the data at hand, it in impossible to 
state whether row number determines the relation shown by 
,cernel number with yield or whether the converse is true. 
Kernel thickness give® a positive r value or stated differ
ently, number ox kernel® per inch give® a negative value* 
Here again cause and effect cannot be di atinguished.
Kernel thickness■varie® directly with length and indirectly 
with kernel number, its relation to yield m y  be due to its 
association with either kernel number or cir̂ e of ear. When 
the experiment has continued long enough to reduce the 
error of the simple correlation coefficients, it will be 
enlightening to place the several variable® in a multiple 
correlation system with yield. Then the individual effect® 
of the different charactera can be definitely neaeured.

The progeny tassel measurement©, like th© parent 
ear measurements, do not toll a definite story. The raost 
outstanding observation is that the yield relations seam to 
be reversed for the two years* Xn 193P>t all signs are 
negative, whereas, in 19S7# all but one sign, that for 
apikelet sl&e, arc poettivo. Therefore, the results for
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1926 check tho ear correlations for both years in that 
high gametic number seems to indicate low yield. tn 1937 
total length of lata m l  branches and density of spikelete, 
characters highly aiigge stive of pollen production, have 
oomoarat 1 vely high positive x -values* The change for the 
two years cannot be explained. It is suggested that the 
reversal of sign may he a result of the very favorable con
ditions in 1337, Am has been pointed out, yield© far 
1337 almost doubled those of 1928* Possibly taeael and ear 
on the sane plant do not show % like response to favorable 
growth conditions., Further work 1 & required to make any 
answer definite.
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Summary of Part II:-* A method for eliminating 
or at Isa si reducing the affect of field conditions upon the 
vartabill ty of slot yields in ear—to— rev cowoartsons has been 
presented. Where the number of coneariaons is large and where 
e ach seed lot 1 c r on i' c a * •- n t e d by t hr e e o r nso re pi o t s d I etribut ed 
over the experimental area, the method is applicable. The 
validity of the procedure rests uoon the assumption that the 
average yield error within all replication arouns of olots 
after being corrected for oise of sample measures the variability 
due to soil or other field conditions, and that the error calcu
lated from the mingled records of all plots acr curec the v*arla
bility due to all causes. Then the difference, properly calcu
lated, between the latter and the former represents the portion 
of the total yield variability due to seed differenoec. Under 
the conditions of the experiment the latter amounted to about 
half of the total variability. In the year when total varia
bility was law, the per cent of transmitted, variability was 
high, -which is evidence that the latter tends to remain constant.

Correlation© with correction wore co.lculo.ted for yield 
and various tassel, and ear characters. The resulting coefficients 
are low in relation to their probable error , but taken as a whole 
they show significant tendencies. Humber ox fo^nolo on the parent 
ear and characteristics contributing to number of kernels show•a 
ssall negative relation to yield. On the other hand else or mae© 
measurements such as length of ear and weight of kernel show m
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positive association with yield* For 1936, tnru?el characters
indicative of pollen production were negatively correlated 
with yields but in 1937 the sign of the relation v?as reversed, 
Ho adequate explanation is at hand, but it ie thought that 
the ssuoh more favorable season of 1927 had. a differential 
effect on ear and tassel development.
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summary ;>m> couQnmiou

Th© present work was prompted by the conceptions 
that all plant functions culminate In that very Important 
capacity, reproduction % that through reproduction natural 
selection becomes effectivef and that yield of grain and 
reproduction in mis© are similar but not synonymous♦ An 
attempt has been mad© to determine what measurable ear and 
tassel characters ar© expressive of gametic production, th© 
extent to which each Is inherited, the degree of association 
between tassel and ear cliaracters , and finally the general 
relation© of these characteristics to yield of grain*

From the result© obtained over a period of two 
years and involving 849 seed ears of ivel&s Yellow Dent corn 
and their respective progenies, the following conclusion® 
have been drawn*

1* Under greenhouse condition© total number of 
tassel ©pikelets is a good, criterion of pollen production# 
Total length of tasool branches times estimated spikelet 
density gives th© next best measurement of pollen production*

8* Density and else of spikelet ar© moh less 
variable than length or number of branches#
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\
3# height of dried pollen is exceedingly 

variable* Quantities produced in the greenhouse showed a 
coefficient of variability of 39 per cent*

4* Environmental conditions greatly influence the 
extent of tassel development*

5. About 50 per cent of the variability for total 
number of kernels Is correlated with number of rows# Humber 
of kernels per Inch has more influence on total number of 
kernels than does length Of ear*

8# Long ears tend to have few rows and thick
kernels#

7* Ear length is less variable than tassel length*
8* Intra-progeny correlations are small but 

statistically significant for density and total length of 
tassel* The else of the actual correlations in comparison 
with theoretical value# shows that these characters are 
largely hereditary*

9* Length of tassel and length of oar on the same 
plant gave a correlation of +0*124 **080? number of tassel 
spikelets per inch and number of kernels per inch* *0*161 ̂ *020* 
These figures indicate the possibility of wide pollen ovule 
ratios*
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310# There is less tendency for length of ear 
to be inherited than either number of kernels per Inch 
or number of rows per oar* Th© parent-progeny correlations 
coefficients are rospeetively ♦0*309 -£*049, 0*588 ̂  *037, 
and 0*453 ^.043*

II* Field variability tends to obscure heroitary 
relationships, but It can b© measured through plot replica
tion and subsequent statistical treatment*

18# '3ar characters indicative of the extent of 
ovule production have a small but definite negative correla
tion with yield, whereas tassol characters expressive of 
pollen production may show a reversal of sign from season to 
seas cm*
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